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Abstract
2

This paper describes some new approaches to the qualityinspection ofhazels,analyzing thermographic images.
On the one hand we present a quality inspection system
checking large amounts ofhazels carried on a conveyer
belt and on the other hand a system,which permits a more
detailed quality classif
ication controlling single obj
ects.
We emphasize the characteristic properties of thermographic images, which lead to the kind of image
processing algorithms we use.Thresholding and texture
analysis algorithms,as well as f
uzzylogic f
or the classif
ication ofsingle obj
ects are applied.

1

General instructions

Each year thousands oftons ofhazel
s areprocessed or
prepared for processing by the sweets industry.The procedure incl
udes cl
eaning and cl
assifying with respect to
thequal
ityofthehazel
s as wel
las theremovingofforeign
bodies.Thedetection offoreign bodies rests on mechanical
, optical and ul
trasonic methods. These techniques
enabl
ethedetection offoreign bodies,which differ from
hazel
s with respect to themass,thecol
our or thesurface
density.Byusingthesemethods a l
argeportion offoreign
substances is detected,but unfortunatel
y there is stil
la
qual
ity probl
em for the remaining ones.M oreover,there
areal
so approaches,using theX-ray technol
ogy,but due
to the radiation exposure they are often undesired for
safetyreasons.Within theframeworkofa research project,
possibil
ities were investigated using infrared thermographyfor theonl
inedetection offoreign bodies in food and
particul
arl
y in hazel
s.Thedifferent thermalbehaviour of
different material
s is used to detect foreign bodies.A
thermographiccamera produces images that represent the
thermalradiation ofmaterialin grayval
ues.Thefoodunder investigation is sl
ightl
y heated and then after a fixed
periodofcool
ingtimethethermographiccamera takes an
image.Thedifferences in thecool
ingbehaviour appear in
different gray val
ues in the thermographic images.This
property yiel
ds the choice ofthe image processing al
gorithms.In the first attempt algorithms resting exactl
y on
the above mentioned characteristic ofthe gray l
eveldifference between the hazels and the foreign bodies were
analyzed.Furthermore texture analysis algorithms were
appl
iedin order tofinddefects in thetextureconsistingof
a high densitypackingofhazel
s.
As an al
ternative approach,individualnuts were inspectedin order toaccount obj
ect orientedfeatures instead
ofmeasuring gl
obalproperties ofl
arge quantities ofhazel
s.
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Thermography

Studies concerning the possibil
ity ofdetecting foreign
bodies in food by using IR-thermography were reported
by M einl
schmidt,M aergner et al
.[4,5,6].The resul
ts
show that oneobtains images with highest contrast,using
a fl
ash l
ight to heat thehazel
s.Furthermorethey discoveredconsideringthecool
ingbehaviour ofboth hazel
s and
typicalforeign bodies that themost advantageous timeto
inspect the hazel
s is about one or two seconds after the
heating pul
se.The thermographic camera used for the
experiments is a Thermosensorik-System CM T 384M [3].
The camera uses a matrix of384 x 288 HgCdTe (CM T)
stirl
ing cool
ed infrared sensors,capabl
eofdetecting middl
e infrared radiation in the range of3,
4 – 5,
Pm.The
temperatureresol
ution is < 20mK (NETD)andeach pixel
has a 14bit resol
ution.Thepixelpitch is 24x24Pm and
themaximum ful
lframeratecan beupto130Hz.

3

Image processingalgorithms

In the following the image processing algorithms are
describedin detail
,which wereusedtodetect foreign bodies or nuts ofbad qual
ity in a thermographicimagemade
ofsl
ightl
yheatednuts on a conveyer bel
t.Figure1shows
an exampl
e of a photo and the corresponding thermographicimage.

Figure 1:a)Gray l
evelphoto ofhazel
s with foreign
bodies; b)Thermographic image captured 0.
25s after
heatingthehazel
s with a fl
ash
(stones andnutshel
l
s aremarkedwith a circl
e)

3.
1 Preprocessing
The first preprocessing task is to correct dead pixels,
which aredefinedas thosesensor elements in thethermal
detecting matrix that behave in an unpredictabl
e way
(about one percent oftotalpixel
s for new systems).The
dead pixels have fixed positions on the detector surface.
Thus knowing the positions the missing val
ues may be
repl
aced by neighboring val
ues.As the perturbation is
almost l
ike sal
t and pepper noise,al
so a median fil
ter

fig. 2c the final result after the post-processing can be seen.
In this example all nutshells are detected and only one
hazel is detected as foreign body.

yields good results. Another problem, typical for thermographic images is shading, as a result of inhomogeneous
temperature in the surrounding area. This effect can be
corrected subtracting the image filtered with a low pass
filter with a pretty low cut-off frequency.

This detection method requires closely packed nuts as
too many background pixels in an image would affect the
result negatively. Furthermore the temperature of all nuts
under investigation has to be the same as the temperature
differences used to detect foreign bodies are very low. All
experiments described here were carried out in an experimental environment. W ithin an industrial environment it is
more difficult to keep the above mentioned conditions.
M ore statistically relevant results have to be done within
an industrial environment.

3.2 Tresholding
The characteristic property of the significant gray level
differences between the hazels and the foreign bodies
suggests using a gray value threshold of the images to
detect foreign bodies. The major task consists in finding
an appropriate algorithm for the determination of a
threshold. As usual the histogram of the images provides
the basis of these algorithms.
In the test material the portion of foreign bodies between hazels amounts to less than one percent. Hence the
histogram shows a strong accumulation of gray values,
representing the hazels and only a small tail, representing
the foreign bodies. Well known automatic threshold detection algorithms like the method from Otsu [2]do not work
properly for this kind of gray value distribution, because
the histogram is of an unequal distribution. M oreover in
many cases there is only one class of gray values, because
there is no foreign body in the image under inspection.
Obviously, the algorithm should detect foreign bodies. But
on the other hand and particularly in the case of
non-existence of foreign substances the algorithm should
not identify nuts as foreign bodies. By using the described
method of thermography experiments showed us that almost all foreign bodies have much higher (brighter)gray
values than the hazels. This is called the higher level case.
But there is also the possibility that some foreign bodies
have lower gray values than the hazels that is the lower
level case. In this paper an algorithm is described, which
detects the foreign bodies in the higher level case. W ith
some simple modifications the algorithm can be modified
to detect the foreign bodies in the lower level case.
In order to determine the threshold, methods of first
order statistics are used. The threshold T is given by

a)Hazels and hazels with
nutshells (circles)

b)Automatic threshold

c) Final result after postprocessing
Fi
gure2:Examples showing results of the automatic
threshold.

T R D V
(1)
where R is the mean, the median, or the maximum of
the histogram, V the standard deviation, and D > 0a constant value, which has to be adj
usted for each type of
hazels, for example roasted or fresh ones. Experiments
were conducted with roasted hazels and some authentic
foreign substances, supplied by a chocolate manufacturer.
These experiments indicated that the time of the measurement plays a decisive role. If the hazels are tested
immediately (up to two seconds)after the heating flash
the hazels surface appears very inhomogeneous so that a
separation of nuts and foreign bodies adapted only from
the pixel gray value is not possible. Images which are
taken five seconds and later after the flash are much more
homogeneous but some foreign bodies can not be detected
any more. Therefore it is recommended to choose an earlier point in time and to post-process the binary image.
Then, as there are not whole nuts but only small parts of
the hazels detected, one can select real defects by the object size. The standard method of morphologic opening is
used to delete very small particles. Figure 2 shows an
example. Fig. 2a shows the thermographic image, fig. 2b
the image after applying the automatic threshold, and in

3.3 Textureanalysis
Instead of assessing single pixels for classification,
texture analysis includes the pixel neighbourhood to the
classification process. There are two main approaches, to
describe textures, the statistical and the structural approach. In this work, statistical texture models are used,
because the arrangement of hazels on a conveyor belt is
not subject to a defined rule, which would justify a structural texture model. Due to the characteristics of the
images to be treated, first order statistics are used, to describe the texture. Again the histogram is considered. In
fact not the histogram of the whole image is studied but of
smaller, overlapping sub-images. If the sub-images are of
sufficient size, each of these is a representative of the texture.
Thus the histogram should be almost the same for all
these sub-images. To detect defects in a textured image,
the histograms of the sub-images are compared with a
prototype histogram, which is obtained from images
without defect. In order to compare two histograms, firstly
the rank order function is determined from the histogram.
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As mentioned before the tests were carried out within
an experimental environment in the laboratory.

The rank order function enables us to define a distance
measure that weights the differences proportionally to
their distances from the mean value, which is important
for our purpose [1].
Let H(g) denote the histogram of the image
I( x, y) g i , i [0...N 
1] with M pixels. The rank order
function RH (z) is defined as the ordered ascending sequence:
R H :[1,..., N] o [0,..., M ]
(2)

a) Image with foreign bodies

By means of this function, the distance between to histograms H1, H2 as the sum of the squared differences, is
defined as:

Dsqd( H 1 , H 2 )

¦ (R

H1

( z )  RH 2 ( z )) 2

Figure 4

(3)

3.4 Analysis ofsingle objects

z

The experimental setup for the measurement of single
objects includes a bar the hazels are separately rolling on.
In the upper part of the bar the hazels are heated by two
IR-radiators mounted parallel to the bar. The measurement
takes place in the lower part of the bar. As the nuts are
rolling, two essential advantages arise. The nuts are heated
nearly all around and in the same way they can be observed from several views. For some examples showing
different objects see figure 5.

Now the texture can be described by a rank order function. First of all a prototype function has to be calculated,
which describes the texture without any defect. Subsequently the image without defects is partitioned into
sub-images and the rank order function for each
sub-image is calculated. As a prototype the rank order
function Rv is used that shows the minimum mean distance from all the sub-image rank order functions.
The variance of the distances to the prototype function
in the undisturbed texture is used for the decision, if a
sub-image contains a defect or not. Again a threshold T,
using the formula (1), is defined in order to classify the
sub images as good or not. To detect only local defects in
the texture, before processing an image, the gray level is
transformed to the same mean as the prototype. The image
under inspection is partitioned into sub-images of the
same size, the rank order function for these sub-images is
determined, and the distance to the prototype function is
calculated. If the distance exceeds the threshold, the
sub-image is marked as defect. Experiments conducted
with the above mentioned material show that the described method is capable to detect foreign bodies
between hazels. Compared to the threshold method presented before it turns out that the rank order functions are
less sensitive to the inhomogeneous surface of a nut. Figure 3 shows an example for the creation of the prototype
function. In Figure 4 an example of the detection result
can be seen. Important for the detection result is the size
of the sub-images. The best results were achieved choosing sub-images having about the same size as a nut.
Considering this result it has to be realized that not the
texture, formed by several nuts, is analyzed but the texture
of a single hazel. Among others also this is a reason to
analyze single nuts (see section 3.4)

a) Prototype
image

b) Prototype function
as mean of the
sub-image rank order
functions

b) Defect detection

Figure 5: Thermographic image of rolling objects. From left
to right:good hazel, foul hazel, hazel with nutshell, peace of
a nutshell, stone
Among the feature (implicated by the thermography)
mean gray value, also the variance of the gray values is
considered. In particular foul nuts and nuts with insect
stings show conspicuous dark spots, and the range of appearing gray values is much broader than for good nuts.
Dark spots can be detected by thresholding the image. As
the background in all images is nearly black a bimodal
histogram follows. Choosing the threshold by the algorithm of Otsu[2], the dark spots are ranged to the dark /
background class. Figure 6 shows two example for this
kind of defect.

a) Nut with insect
sting

b) Thresholding
result

c) Foul nut

d) Thresholding
result

c) Distances to the
prototype functions

Figure 3
Figure 6
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e) Convex hull and
object contour

The third approach, the analysis of single objects, permits a more detailed quality classification. This kind of
inspection allows not only detecting foreign bodies but
also nuts of bad quality, which in particular is of great
interest for the production of high quality products as
sweets or chocolate.

Also the texture feature obtained by the rank order
functions show good discrimination performance. Moreover the measurement of single objects permits to analyze
the shape of the objects. As hazels normally are rotund,
the length to width proportion constitutes a feature to distinct nuts form stones or pieces of nutshells. Also the
surface area of hazels ranges in definable limits. Evaluating the following features,
x
x
x
x
x
x

Actually we are working with optimizing the fuzzy
based classification system. For this purpose we are using
more different features, e.g. texture describing features but
we are also modifying the rules used to combine the membership functions. The aim of these modifications is a
more detailed classification of nuts into different quality
classes additionally to the detection of foreign bodies.

Mean gray value
Variance of the gray values
Rank order function distance to a prototype
Object area
Difference between the area enclosed by the
convex hull and area of the binary object
Length to width proportion

So far both systems are tested only under laboratory
conditions. To provide the evidence of the presented
methods extensive tests under industrial conditions have
to be carried out.

a fuzzy classification system [5] was implemented. Each
feature is described with a membership function, taking
into account only feature data from good hazels.
The features are combined with two simple rules. A good
hazel confirms all constraints. If one of the measured feature values is out of range, the object is classified as bad
object (foreign body or foul nut). This classification system was proofed with some labeled objects. Figure 7
shows the promising classification result. All foreign bodies, stones, pieces of nutshells, and whole hazels with
nutshell are detected. Even the main portion of foul nuts
or nuts with insect stings is detected, but there are still
some wrong classifications. Nevertheless it can be acknowledge that this is a promising first step, which must
be verified by further tests with a relevant amount of test
objects.
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Figure 7: Fuzzy classification result

4

Discussion

We presented three different approaches for the quality
inspection of hazels using thermography. The former two
are suitable for the investigation of large quantities of hazels carried on a conveyer belt.
In the case of complying the before mentioned requirements a satisfactory detection of foreign bodies can be
achieved.
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